
 

INTERNAL ASSIGNMENT - 1 

Course:                 MCA  

DISCRETE MATHEMATICS Semester:            I 

Specialization:    NA Total Marks- 15 

 

Q.1. Write answers for any two questions from below. (5 marks each – Word limit – 500) 

A. Let P(x), Q(x), R(x), be the statements “x is a clear explanation” ; “x is satisfactory ”  ; “x is an 

excuse”  respectively. Suppose the universe of discourse for x is a set of all English text, express 

following statements using quantifiers i) All clear explanations are satisfactory ii) Some excuses 

are not clear explanations. 

B.  How many ways are there to distribute 20 different toys among 5 children A) without 

restrictions B) If 2 children get 7 toys and   children get 2? 

C. Define with examples: Degree of a vertex, Complete graph, Regular graph. 

 

Q.2. Write short notes on all of the following topics (1 mark each – Word limit – 100) 

Define in a Binary Relations Set: 

A. Reflexive 

B. Symmetric 

C. Transitive 

D. IRReflexive 

E. Anti Symmetric 

  



 

INTERNAL ASSIGNMENT - 2 

Course:                 MCA  

DISCRETE MATHEMATICS Semester:            I 

Specialization:    NA Total Marks- 15 

 

Q.1. Write answers for any two questions from below. (5 marks each – Word limit – 500) 

AA student is to answer 7 out of 10 questions on an examination. In how many ways can be 

selection if i) there are no restrictions ii) he must answer first two questions iii) he must answer 

first three questions iv) he must answer 4 of first six questions v) he must  answer last questions 

compulsorily 

B. Define with examples: Super set, Equal set, Universal set, Subset. Null set 

C. Consider the function   and  defined by f(x)=x2+3x+1, g(x)=2x-3 

Find the composition function (i) fof  (ii)fog  (iii) gof 

 

Q.2. Write short notes on all of the following topics (1 mark each – Word limit – 100) 

A. Cardinality   

B. Count ability 

C. Automorphism 

D. Innermorphism 

E. Outermorphism  


